Learning@Home grid 4 – Year 5

Key - Purple Mash (PM), Mathletics (M), PiXL times tables (Pxl)

Everyday

English

Maths

Topic

Learning your spellings
Look at the spelling pattern.

Day 1: Listen to chapter one of Skellig via the
school You Tube Channel.
Write a short paragraph predicting what you think
will happen in the book. Use evidence from the
text to back up your thoughts and feelings.
Challenge: listen to the chapter again, begin to
build up a word bank ambitious vocabulary that
you could use in your writing

The maths lessons planned, are using sheets
that can be found in your home learning
packs. Read the explanations at the top of
each page. If you find any learning tricky,
make a note of what it was and ask us in our
weekly zoom catch-ups.
Day 1: p1-2 Ordering fractions
p. 3-5 Equivalent fractions

Computing
You are able to compete the computing topic we
should be covering in school. If you ae unsure of
what to do, watch the videos on purple mash or
ask your teacher during your weekly zoom catchup.
3-d modelling: Design and make your own
vehicle. If you are able to, print out and make
your vehicle.

Computer option
2Write
PM
Day 2: Listen to chapter two and three of Skellig via
the school You Tube Channel.
Set a timer for three minutes. Write down as many
things as you can that describe the inside of the
garage.
On A4 paper draw in as much detail as possible
what you think the garage looks like.
Challenge: Create a toolkit for a setting
description. Write your own setting description of
the garage, using your toolkit to help you.
Computer option
PM
2 Write: Write a detailed description of the
garage.
Day 3: Listen to chapters four, five and six of Skellig
via the school You Tube Channel.
Today, your task is to write a diary entry detailing
the events from the chapters you have listened to
today. Think about doing a boxing up and a toolkit
to help you with this.

Computer option

Computer option

Computer option
Blank diary

Computer option

abundance, brilliance, elegance,
extravagance, tolerance,
hesitancy, relevancy, vacancy,
dominancy, abundancy
Computer option
Spelling Quiz, Yr 5/6 spellings
PM
Keep practising your times tables.
(Including your division facts)
Write them out, time yourself. Mark
your answers.

Computer option
PiXL Times tables
Pxl
Monster Multiplication / 2Race
PM
Daily reading. Read a book or comic of
your choice. Keep a record of what you
read. When you complete it give it a
score out of 10 and explain why you
gave this score.

Day 2
p. 6-9 Fractions: Mixed number activity

Art

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=98OrhVDGlWA
Watch the clip and create your own version!
You will need: A4 paper, a black fine liner or
similar and some wax crayons or colouring
pencils

Computer option

Computer option
PM

Day 3
p. 10-12 Fractions: Mixed numbers and
improper fractions

Or listen to a story on
https://stories.audible.com/discovery
Computer option
On our school website, use Oxford Owl
to find a new online book to read.
We would love to see your work.
If you can - post it on to Purple Mash
using the class display board.
Mr Hulks and Mrs Berbiers will be
checking it every day.
Remember it will not go up straight
away, as a teacher will need to check it

PM

Day 4: Listen to chapters seven, eight and nine of
Skellig on the school You Tube Channel.
Draw an outline of a person. On the inside, fill with
words and phrases that describe what Skellig looks
like. On the outside, phrases that he says a lot. For
example: Got an aspirin?

PM

M

M
Day 4
p. 13 Multiplying fractions

PM
Topic: Crime and Punishment
This term our topic is Crime and Punishment
through the ages.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z8w3n
9q/articles/zq36qfr
Having read through the information and
watched the short film, create your own
storyboard for an episode of a Roman Crime
Show. Explain what the punishment would be.
Computer option
Romans and Crime Quiz
PM
Topic
Research a well known Roman Emperor and
present a fact file about this person. Examples
of Emperors of Rome include: Nero, Julius
Caesar, Claudius

first. For extra reading, Kent Libraries
online offer free access to e-books now
– there is a lot of choice here!
Computer option: Leaflet

Computer option
M

Day 5
Use Friday to finish off any pieces of work you did
not have time to complete.
Don’t forget to send them into purple mash if you
can so we can see your learning!
PM

Day 5
p. 19-21 Fractions Decimals and
Percentages: Tenths and Hundredths

Online Safety
Last term we discussed the importance of not
sharing your passwords. Design a poster
sharing your top tips on how to what is a good
password.
Passwords

Computer option
M

PM

